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It is a great honour and a special delight to be able to present this Liber Amicorum to 
Ian Stewart Forrester QC LL.D. on the occasion of his 70th birthday.

Ian comes from a formidable family of Scottish Presbyterian ministers and professors 
of divinity in whose footsteps he has followed as an elder and regular preacher at  
St Andrew’s Church of Scotland in Brussels.  While firmly rooted in the faith of his 
ancestors, the intellectual rigour of David Hume and Adam Smith, and the civil law 
traditions of Scots law, he has, like so many Scots down the ages, sought broader 
horizons – mainly in Brussels, but now in Luxembourg, with more than a passing 
dalliance with the common law in New York and London, as well as the cultural life 
of Japan and the byways of Serbian politics. His endless good spirits and quirky sense 
of humour have made him friends as well as professional connections all over the 
world.

Ian was born in Glasgow in 1945, the son of a well-loved and respected schoolmaster 
and outstanding cricketer – one talent that Ian did not, as far as we know, inherit.  The 
youngest child of the family, who lost his mother tragically early, he was educated at 
Kelvinside Academy and Glasgow University where he took the traditional Scottish 
general arts degree (MA 1965) followed by a degree in law (LL.B. 1967). This was a 
glittering period in the annals of the University, marked by debating successes with 
the late Alan Rodger (Lord Rodger of Earlsferry) and later, in a North American 
debating tour, with James Douglas-Hamilton (Lord Selkirk of Douglas). He continued 
his studies at Tulane University (MCL 1969), Louisiana being carefully selected as a 
civil law island within a common law sea. Ian returned there to teach on many occasions.  
It was in New Orleans that he met Sandra Keegan, who became his wife.

Before returning to Scotland after Tulane, Ian spent some time as an intern with Davis 
Polk in New York, and then returned to prepare for the Scots Bar as the ‘devil’ (pupil) 
of David Edward.  But his time with Davis Polk had brought him into a case involving 
a Palestinian hijacked plane, which continued to take him to places like Beirut in the 
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1970s.  This was somewhat disconcerting for his devil-master, while opening new 
casements onto the foam of international practice.  Despite these distractions, Ian was 
admitted to the Scots Bar in 1972, and ‘took silk’ (becoming a QC) in 1988. In the 
meantime, he took the New York Bar in 1977, and he was later admitted to the English 
Bar in 1996.

Ian had moved in 1973 to Cleary Gottlieb in Brussels as one of the first generation of 
UK lawyers who arrived there when the UK joined the European Communities. For 
the next forty-two years Brussels was to be his home. It is where he raised a family, 
together with Sandra, becoming the proud father of two sons, Alexander and James, 
both of whom have resisted the law to date, despite bedtime stories which, Ian confessed, 
were a soporific means for him to find the clearest expression of his arguments in the 
case before him at the time.

Meanwhile, he moved from Big Law to Boutique Law, creating Forrester & Norall 
with Chris Norall, later joined by Alastair Sutton, and then back to Big Law when 
Forrester Norall & Sutton merged with White & Case.  His appointment to the Luxem-
bourg bench will round off Ian’s illustrious career as a practitioner.

Ian belongs to the generation that ‘made’ the English-speaking competition law bar in 
Brussels, until then the monopoly of a few continental law professors and some Belgian 
French-speaking lawyers. He was fortunate to participate in many of the leading cases 
in the formation of key principles of EU law, particularly EU competition law. Examples 
are Bosman on freedom of movement in sport; Bullock (Distillers) on restricting exports 
through discriminatory pricing; GSK on parallel trade of pharmaceutical products; 
Servier and Pfizer on the precautionary principle; Magill, IMS Health and Microsoft 
on the interface of competition law and intellectual property law, and in particular, on 
compulsory licensing; Rambus on standard setting bodies and Article 102; Intel on 
unilateral conduct/discounts; Chalkor on the standard of judicial review of Commission 
decisions; and Servier on what promises to be a defining case in EU law on reverse 
settlements.

Ian has not just lived these cases professionally but also academically. He toured the 
amphitheatres and debated these and other cases with students, professors and resear-
chers. There was never a conference he declined, to the despair of his faithful secretary 
and PA, Pauline Tart, who had to manage an unmanageable calendar.

Ian is also a prolific writer of seminal articles. His ‘Laicisation of Community Law - Self 
Help and the Rule of Reason: How Competition Law Is and Could be Applied’, 
co-authored with Chris Norall and published in 1984, remains a must-read for students 
of EU competition law. His articles on the modernization of EU competition law, when 
Regulation 1/2003 was being prepared, and on due process in EU competition law 
enforcement have also been influential, and he has written about the EU judicial system 
from a comparative law perspective.
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Ian is generous with his time and talents and has been a mentor to many younger 
lawyers. A typical scene is Ian in an office full of papers and books surrounded by 
younger colleagues discussing a case.  He has had a long association with the Jessup 
Moot Court and has also been the head of White & Case’s global pro bono practice.  
He has also been a trustee and strong supporter of the European Baroque Orchestra, 
and recently embarked on a new career side line as narrator in ‘The Snowman’ concert 
and Master of Ceremonies at the Brussels Christmas Carol Concert.

His many qualities have been recognized in his appointment as Honorary Professor 
of European Law and the award of an LL.D. at his alma mater the University of 
Glasgow, and as an Honorary Bencher of the Middle Temple.

This Liber Amicorum is an occasion to mark the outstanding merits of a remarkable 
man and express the long lasting, deep, affectionate friendship by three generations 
of colleagues in this preface and in the contributions themselves. In this point of 
transition in an extraordinarily full professional life, we wish Ian all the best for an 
ever fruitful and rewarding time at the EU Bench.

David, Jacquelyn and Makis
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IAN S. FORRESTER  
QC LL.D.  

Biography 
I. Career

Ian S. Forrester QC LL.D. is a teacher, author and practitioner specialising in 
European law.  He is partner at White & Case LLP (to September 2015), based in 
its Brussels office, and head of the Firm’s worldwide pro bono practice.  He has 
lectured widely on EU legal and policy topics and published extensively on these 
themes, particularly competition, customs, dumping, pharmaceuticals, sport, the 
precautionary principle, and human rights.  Several articles concentrate on due 
process in competition cases.

Honorary Professor and Honorary Doctor of Laws at Glasgow University since 
2009, he is a member of the Faculty of Advocates (the Scottish Bar) since 1972; 
he is also a member of the bars of England (1996), Belgium (1998) and New York, 
to which he was admitted in 1977 after examination, under special order of the 
New York Court of Appeals, following a challenge to the constitutional propriety 
of excluding non-resident aliens from bar membership.  He was appointed Queen’s 
Counsel in 1988, and Bencher, Middle Temple in 2012.

His early career was spent with Maclay, Murray & Spens in Scotland; Davis Polk 
& Wardwell in New York; and Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton in New York 
and Brussels.  He co-founded the boutique firm Forrester & Norall in 1981, which 
enlarged to Forrester Norall & Sutton in 1989, and merged with White & Case 
in 1998.
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Professor Forrester has appeared before the European Courts, European Commission 
and national courts and agencies in several leading cases, including Magill (compulsory 
licensing); Bosman (football transfers); Microsoft (compulsory licensing); IMS 
(compulsory licensing); Pfizer Animal Health (the precautionary principle); Government 
of Gibraltar v Council (status of Gibraltar Airport); Glaxo Spain and Syfait et al v 
GlaxoSmithKline (parallel trade in pharmaceuticals); Les Laboratoires Servier 
(settlement of patent disputes); Chalkor (due process and judicial review); Canon 
(dumping); A and Others v. National Blood Authority (can a blood transfusion be a 
‘defective’ ‘product’); Bellona Foundation v EFTA (environmental protection).

He is a Trustee of the European Union Baroque Orchestra; a Member of the Dean’s 
Advisory Board, Tulane University School of Law; a Member of Glasgow University 
School of Law’s Advisory Committee; and a Member of the Board of Trustees, Academy 
of European Law, Trier.

II. Education
Attended Kelvinside Academy, Glasgow; graduated from Glasgow University (MA 
1965; LLB 1967; LL.D. honoris causa 2009); received an MCL from Tulane University 
of Louisiana (1969).

III. Selected publications
Books

‘The German Civil Code, a translation and introduction’, 1975

‘The German Commercial Code’, 1979

‘The German Marriage Law’, 1976, North Holland/Kluwer/Fred Rothman (co-author)

‘The German Legal System’, 1971, pamphlet, Rothman (co-author)

Articles and Papers
‘Maintaining Trade Secrecy’, Georgia Law Review, 1970; reprinted, Patent Law Review, 
1970

‘Jurisdiction of National and Community bodies in competition matters after SABAM’, 
Common Market Law Review, 1974

‘Distribution and Agency Agreements in EEC Competition Law’, Revue Suisse du 
Droit International de la Concurrence, 1978, and Journal of the Law Society of 
Scotland, 1978
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‘EEC Customs Law: Rules of Origin and Preferential Duty Treatment’, European Law 
Review, 1980

‘Developments in EEC Competition Law’, chapter on decisions of the EC Commission 
and judgments of the European Courts in the field of competition in the Yearbook of 
European Law; annual survey (1981-1996); biennial survey (1997 to date); Clarendon 
Press-Oxford (22 chapters to date) (co-author)

‘Legal Professional Privilege: Limitations on the Commission’s Powers of Inspection 
following the AM & S Judgment’, Common Market Law Review, 1983

‘The laicization of Community law: selfhelp and the rule of reason: how competition 
law is and could be applied’, Common Market Law Review, 1984; also in Fordham 
Corporate Law Institute, Matthew Bender & Company Inc., New York, 1984 (co-author). 
Reprinted in EC Competition Law Reform, Fordham Corporate Law Institute, Juris 
Publishing, Inc., Huntington, NY, 2003

‘Software Licensing in the Light of Current EC Competition Law Considerations’, 
European Competition Law Review, 1992

‘EC Intellectual Property Law and the Single Market’ (co-author) in The Regulatory 
Affairs Journal, Vol 5, No 7, July 1994

‘European Law and its implications for football’, paper presented to the Scottish Council 
for Civil Liberties and the Scottish Trades Union Congress Conference on ‘Football, 
the Law and Civil Liberties’, Glasgow, March 1996 (unpublished)

‘Pharmaceuticals: Test Bed for European Themes on Trademarks & Free Movement 
of Goods’, paper presented at the Fifth Annual Conference on International Intellectual 
Property Law and Policy at Fordham University School of Law, April 1997, Fordham 
Intellectual Property, Media & Entertainment Law Journal, Volume VIII, Autumn 
1997, Number 1 (co-author)

‘The Repackaging of Trademarked Pharmaceuticals in Europe: Recent Developments’, 
paper presented at the Eighth Annual Conference on International Intellectual Property 
Law and Policy at Fordham University School of Law, April 2000, European Intel-
lectual Property Review 2000, Issue 11, p. 512

‘The EU and Japan: Priorities and Prospects for the Coming Decade’, published in 
Japanese in JMC Journal, February 2001

‘The Reform of the Implementation of Articles 81 and 82 Following Publication of 
the Draft Regulation’, in Legal Issues of Economic Integration 28(2), 173-194, 2001
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‘Compulsory licensing of intellectual property rights in Europe: a rare cure to aberrant 
intellectual property rights’, paper presented at the US Department of Justice/Federal 
Trade Commission Hearings on Competition and Intellectual Property Law and Policy 
in the Knowledge-Based Economy: Comparative Law Topics, May 22, 2002. Published 
in October 2002 in English in the Chinese International Business Daily (web edition). 
Published in Chinese in 2003 in The Forum of Politics and Law. Published in Japanese 
in two parts in the CIPIC Journal, Vol 134 (2003/3) and Vol 136 (2003/5), under the 
title ‘Yohroppa niokeru kyousei raisensingu mondai nituite: ikinaikoku no ijyoutomoieru 
chitekizaisanken no enyou o naosu ryouyaku to naruka’.

‘Trademark Exhaustion in Europe’, published in Japanese in the CIPIC Journal,  
Vol 139 (2003/8), under the title ‘Yohroppa niokeru syouhyou no syoujin mondai 
nituite’ (co-author)

‘The EFTA Court confronts re-labelling (Paranova AS v Merck & Co., Inc. and Others, 
Judgement of the EFTA Court of 8 July 2003, Case E-3/02)’, in European Law Reporter 
7-8/2003 at 278

‘The exhaustion of trademark rights in the EU and the possible action against pirated 
and counterfeit goods’ (published in Japanese only in the CIPIC Journal, Vol 142 
(2003/11), under the title ‘Ousyu-niokeru heikou-yunyu-mondai oyobi mohouhin/
kaizokuban no torishimari nituite’ (co-author)

Contribution to ‘Roundtable on Trinko’, Global Competition Review, Volume 7, Issue 2, 
March 2004

‘Competition Law and Intellectual Property in Europe’, Twelfth St. Gallen International 
Competition Law Forum 2005, University of St. Gallen, published in Neueste 
Entwicklungen im europäischen und internationalen Kartellrecht, Zwölftes St. Gallen 
Internationales Kartellrechtsforum 2005, Helbing & Lichtenhahn Verlag, Basel, 2006

‘Precaution, Science and Jurisprudence: An Evaluation’, Journal of Risk Research, 
Vol 9, No 4, 297-311, June 2006 (co-author)

‘Regulating Intellectual Property Via Competition? Or Regulating Competition Via 
Intellectual Property? Competition and Intellectual Property: ten years on, the debate 
still flourishes’, European Competition Law Annual 2005: The Interaction between 
Competition Law and Intellectual Property Law, Hart Publishing, 2008

‘How The Monopolist Gained More Power By Abjuring Its Monopoly’, paper delivered 
to the Swedish Journal of European Law/Swedish FIDE Association conference on 
The modernisation reform of EC antitrust enforcement and its effects in the national 
legal order, Stockholm, 2 December 2005, Europarättslig Tidskrift, Nummer 3 2006 
Ǻrgång 9, November 2006

‘The judicial function in European law and pleading in the European Courts’, Third 
Annual Wendell Gauthier Lecture, Tulane Law School, 2006, 81 Tul. L. Rev. 647, 2006

‘Agenda de Lisbonne et droit de la concurrence’, Editorial in Concurrences 3-2006 
(co-author)
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‘Ex-post assessment of Regulation 1/2003’, Global Competition Policy, October 2008, 
Release 2

‘Exceptional approval of major mergers: London and Brussels compared’, Global 
Competition Policy, May 2009, Release 1

‘Due Process in EC competition cases: a distinguished institution with flawed procedures’, 
(2009) 34 E.L. Rev. 817

‘Google: The Benign Monopolist?’, GCP: The Antitrust Chronicle, October 2009 
(Release 2)

‘A European Paradox: Imposing Market Reform ‘Voluntarily’’, paper delivered at the 
1st Annual Concurrences Conference, ‘New Frontiers of Antitrust’, Paris, February 
15, 2010; Concurrences No 2-2010

‘Due process in competition proceedings: a practitioner’s view from Brussels’, 
Concurrences No 3-2010

‘Obstacle to creation of EU-wide patent court’, World Intellectual Property Report, 
BNA International, October 2010 (co-author)

‘European Competition Law and the Indian Experience: A practitioner’s view from 
Brussels’, Competition Law Reports (Commemorating the 1st Anniversary of the 
Competition Appellate Tribunal), Vol 1, New Delhi, 2010

‘A Challenge for Europe’s Judges: The Review of Fines in Competition Cases’ (2011) 
36 E.L.Rev. 185

‘Google Books: Game and Set to the Sceptics; the Match Continues’, Competition 
Policy International Antitrust Chronicle, June 2011 (2)

‘Antitrust judicial review: Highlights of EU and national case laws’, Concurrences N° 
2-2011

‘In Praise of “A Safe and Honourable Dispute”’, presented at the International Rounds 
of the Philip Jessup Moot Court competition, 31 March 2012, Washington DC; ILSA 
Quarterly, volume 20, issue 4, May 2012

‘Competition Law: the unpredictable ally of business’, foreword to Asian-Mena Counsel 
Special Report, Anti-Trust & Competition, Vol. 10, Issue 4, 2012

‘Is Common Sense Doomed? Choosing Between Rigid Clarity and Flexible Unpre-
dictability’, Social Science Research Network 19th St. Gallen International Competition 
Law Forum 2012 (ICF)

‘A dangerous practice? Settling patent litigation is not such a bad idea’, Competition 
Law Insight, 15 April 2014
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‘To Seek Leniency or Not To Seek Leniency: That Is The General Counsel’s Question,’ 
paper delivered at the Seminário sobre Compliance e Defesa da Concorência,  
28 August 2014, Conselho Administrativo de Defesa Económicà/Centro de Estudos 
de Direito Econômico e Social, São Paulo, 2015

Chapters

EEC Section in A Lawyer’s Guide to International Business Developments, edited by 
W. Surrey, Philadelphia, 1980 (co-author)

‘EEC Competition Law on Agency’ in A Survey of Commercial Agency, edited by H. 
Lidgard, Sacramento, 1984

Chapter on ‘Distribution’ in International Anti-trust Law, Vol II, edited by Julian 
Maitland-Walker, ESC Publishing Limited, 1984

‘Recent Developments in EEC Trade Law’ in Legal Aspects of International Business 
Transactions II, edited by D. Campbell and C. Rohwer, North-Holland, 1985 (co-author)

‘EEC Trade Law and the United States’, in Annual Proceedings of the Fordham 
Corporate Law Institute, Matthew Bender & Company Inc., New York, 1987

‘Le rôle des avocats dans ce domaine: le lobbying’ in Union des Avocats Européens 
Conference Papers: Le Rôle du Parlement Européen pour la Défense des droits des 
opérateurs Economiques et citoyens communautaires, 1993

‘Sports and the EC’ in Sports Law & Finance, IBC Legal Studies Publishing Ltd., Vol 
2, Issue 3, September/October 1994

‘The End of Innocence’ in Rules of Origin in International Trade: A Comparative 
Study, edited by Edwin Vermulst, Paul Waer & Jacques Bourgeois, University of 
Michigan Press, 1994

‘Opening the Procedure and its Effects: Notification of Complaints - the Statement of 
Objections’ in Droits de la défense et droits de la Commission dans le droit commu-
nautaire de la concurrence / Rights of defence and rights of the European Commission 
in EC Competition Law, Bruylant, Bruxelles, 1994

‘Competition Structures for the 21st Century’, Annual Proceedings of the Fordham 
Corporate Law Institute, Matthew Bender & Company Inc., New York, 1994

‘Le Lobbying’ in L’entreprise dans le marché unique européen, Travaux de la CEDECE, 
La Documentation française, Paris, 1995

‘The Role of the Lawyer’ in Robert Schuman Centre Annual Conference on European 
Competition Law 1996, Kluwer Law International, 1997

Chapters on ‘Costs, Legal Aid, Discontinuance, Service, Time Limits and Stay of 
Proceedings’ in European Courts Practice and Precedents, Sweet & Maxwell, London, 
1997 (co-author)
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Chapter on ‘Community Customs Law’ in Practitioners Handbook of EC Law, Bar 
European Group/Trenton Publishing/Bar Council, 1998 (co-author)

‘Current Goals of EC Competition Law’, in European Competition Law Annual 1997: 
Objectives of Competition Policy, Hart Publishing, Oxford, 1998

‘Modernisation of EC Competition Law’, paper presented at the 26th Annual  
Conference on International Antitrust Law & Policy, Fordham Corporate Law Institute, 
October 1999, Fordham Corporate Law Institute 2000, Juris Publishing, Inc., New 
York, 2000; Fordham International Law Journal, Volume 23, April 2000, Number 4; 
reprinted in EC Competition Law Reform, Fordham Corporate Law Institute, Juris 
Publishing, Inc., Huntington, NY, 2003

‘Regulating Deregulation: Achieving and safeguarding conditions for fair and efficient 
competition in the telecommunications industry: to whom should the task be entrusted?’, 
in European Competition Law Annual 1998: Regulating Communications Markets, Hart 
Publishing, Oxford-Portland Oregon, 2000

‘The Modernisation of EC Antitrust Policy: Compatibility, Efficiency, Legal Security’, 
European Competition Law Annual 2000: The Modernisation of EC Antitrust Policy, 
Hart Publishing, 2001

Chapter on ‘The European Law Background’, in European Employment Law and the 
U.K., Sweet & Maxwell, London, 2001 (co-author)

‘The role of comparative law in the development of European law’, paper on Intellec-
tual Property aspects presented at the Swiss Institute of Comparative Law colloquium, 
April 2000 (Publications de l’Institut suisse de droit comparé, Volume 43, Schultheiss 
Zürich 2002)

‘The Dangers of Too Much Precaution’, chapter in A True European: Essays for Judge 
David Edward, Hart Publishing, 2003

‘The use of comparative law in A & Others v. National Blood Authority’, chapter in 
Comparative Law Before the Courts, British Institute of International and Comparative 
Law, 2004 (co-author)

‘Diversity and Consistency: Can They Cohabit?’, European Competition Law Annual 
2002: Constructing the EU Network of Competition Authorities, Hart Publishing, 2004

‘Modernisation: an extension of the powers of the Commission?’ chapter in Moderni-
sation and Enlargement: two major challenges for EC competition Law, D Gerardin 
Ed., Intersentia, 2004, pp. 83-97 (paper presented at Global Competition Law Centre, 
Bruges, First Annual Competition Conference 2004)

‘Article 82: Remedies in Search of Theories?’, paper presented at the 31st Annual 
Conference on International Antitrust Law & Policy, Fordham Corporate Law Institute, 
October 2004, 2004 Fordham Corp. L. Inst. 167, Juris Publishing, Inc., New York, 
2005; and Fordham International Law Journal, Vol 28, Juris Publishing, Inc., New 
York, 2005
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Chapters on ‘Customs Valuation’ and ‘Customs Classification’ in The World Trade 
Organization: Legal, Economic and Political Analysis, Vol I, 2005 Springer Science 
& Business Media Inc. (co-author)

‘EC competition law as a limitation on the use of IP rights in Europe: is there reason 
to panic?’, European Competition Law Annual 2003: What is an Abuse of a Dominant 
Position?, Hart Publishing, 2006

‘Where law meets competition: is Wouters like a Cassis de Dijon or a platypus?’, 
European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law 
and the (Liberal) Professions, Hart Publishing, 2006

‘The Tension Between Regulation and Competitive Market Forces in Europe’, chapter 
in Companions and Crossroads: Essays in Honor of Shael Herman, Tulane European 
& Civil Law Forum, Volume 21, 2006 (co-author)

‘Beneath the Cherry Tree, in the Garden: European Thoughts on How to Enhance the 
Task of Uncovering and Thereby Deterring’, European Competition Law Annual 2006: 
Enforcement of Prohibition of Cartels, Hart Publishing, 2007

‘Remedies and Sanctions for Unilateral Conduct in Competition Cases’, paper presented 
at the 34th Annual Conference on International Antitrust Law & Policy, Fordham 
Corporate Law Institute, October 2007, 2007 Fordham Corp. L. Inst. 559, Juris 
Publishing, Inc., New York, 2008

‘Sector-Specific Price Regulation or Antitrust Regulation – A Plague on Both Your 
Houses?’, European Competition Law Annual 2007: A Reformed Approach to Article 
82 EC, Hart Publishing, 2008

‘L’Europe des juges. Recent criticism of ECHR and ECJ judgments; the American 
debate on judicial activism versus judicial restraint’, paper delivered to the Europaïsches 
Forum Alpbach/University of St. Gallen conference on ‘The Role of International 
Courts’, Salzburg, May 3-4, 2007; published in The Role of International Courts, 
German Law Publishers 2008

Chapter on ‘Competition Law Adjudication’, for American Bar Association 6-volume 
publication, The Administrative Law of the European Union, August 2008 (co-author)

‘Parallel trade in prescription medicines in the European Union: the Age of Reason?’, 
Yearbook of Antitrust and Regulatory Studies (2008), Centre for Antitrust and Regula-
tory Studies, Warsaw University School of Management

‘On Remedies, Abuses and the Links Between (Article 82 EC and Structural Remedies 
after Microsoft)’, in Current Developments on European and International Competi-
tion Law, Carl Baudenbacher (Editor), Fifteenth St. Gallen International Competition 
Law Forum, University of St. Gallen, Helbing & Lichtenhahn Verlag, Basel 2008
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I. Introduction
A number of issues arise with regard to competition law and data protection, in 
particular in the online services context. For one, the relationship between competition 
law and privacy is yet to be fully understood1 and we discuss below the aspects of this 
conundrum: first, we look into the issue of whether privacy risks arising in digital 
markets should be addressed within the competition law analysis; second, we try to 
identify cases where collecting personal data or depriving access to personal data could 
be anti-competitive and constitute a breach of competition law. The question of how 
competition authorities should intervene in cases of a competition law infringement 
in markets involving data aggregation is also an interesting debate. Our article attempts 
to provide an insight into these questions, by laying out the legislation, cases and 
antitrust discussions where in which these questions have been addressed so far.2

* The author thanks Evita Aravantinou for her work in the progress of this article. 

1 See Kuner, C., Cate, F.H., Millard, C., Svantesson, D.J.B. & Lynskey, O., ‘When two worlds collide: the interface 
between competition law and data protection’, Oxford Journals, International Data Privacy Law, Volume 4, Issue 
4, pp. 247-248, p. 247 (2014).

2 For the sake of clarity, we note that the discussions in this article focus on the crossroads between data protection 
and substantive competition law rules. Any issues that could arise in terms of data protection concerns in the 
procedural competition law are not discussed in this article.
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II. The role of privacy  
in competition law

Competition and privacy are two areas of law that closely interact with each other. 
Competition and privacy laws share common goals which, among others, include ‘the 
promotion of growth, innovation and the welfare of individual consumers’.3 Although 
the compliance or infringement of one set of rules would not necessarily mean the 
same for the other, the infringement of either set of rules eventually results in harming 
the subject of the data.

1. Legal background related to competition law & data privacy
Before delving into the antitrust considerations regarding data protection, we discuss 
the legal background for competition law and data privacy. 

Under European Union (‘EU’) competition law, the main legislation is the Treaty on 
the Functioning of the European Union (‘TFEU’), and specifically Articles 101-107. 
In that regard, Article 101 provides the basis for prohibiting agreements that would 
prevent, restrict or distort competition within the internal market, such as cartel 
agreements among competitors. Article 102 aims to prevent abuse of a dominant 
position. In either of these cases, the European Commission (‘Commission’) has the 
authority to bring a case against undertakings and impose administrative monetary 
fines up to 10 per cent of the annual turnover. Similarly, under the US antitrust regime, 
three main pieces of legislation exist: the Sherman Act, the Federal Trade Commission 
Act, and the Clayton Act. Unlike the EU competition law regime, under the US regime, 
criminal penalties are also provided.4 Likewise, many countries today have their own 
competition law regime that imposes either administrative and/or criminal penalties 
when there is an infringement. 

Whether under the EU competition law rules or the US antitrust rules, the aim of the 
competition law regime is the same – maintenance of consumer welfare. As the former 
Vice President of the European Commission responsible for Competition Policy, 
Joaquín Almunia delivered in his speech entitled ‘Competition in the online world’, 
‘[t]here is a general agreement between the EU and the US on the fundamental objec-
tives of antitrust laws and policies; that is, to ensure consumer welfare in terms of 
price, quality, innovation and choice. In addition, we both believe that a sound analysis 
based on economic effects is crucial.’5 Similarly, the Federal Trade Commission of the 

3 Preliminary Opinion of the European Data Protection Supervisor, ‘Privacy and competitiveness in the age of big 
data: the interplay between data protection, competition law and consumer protection in the Digital Economy’ 
(2014), available at https://secure.edps.europa.eu/EDPSWEB/webdav/shared/Documents/Consultation/
Opinions/2014/14-03-26_competitition_law_big_data_EN.pdf. 

4 For instance, under the Sherman Act, a corporation could receive up a fine of up to $100 million and an individual 
could receive $1 million as well as up to 10 years of prison (see Federal Trade Commission ‘The Antitrust Laws’, 
available at https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/competition-guidance/guide-antitrust-laws/antitrust-laws).

5 Joaquín Almunia, ‘Competition in the online world’ (11 November 2013) available at http://europa.eu/rapid/
press-release_SPEECH-13-905_en.htm. 
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US (‘FTC’) provides that ‘…for over 100 years, the antitrust laws have had the same 
basic objective: to protect the process of competition for the benefit of consumers, 
making sure there are strong incentives for businesses to operate efficiently, keep prices 
down, and keep quality up.’6

In terms of data protection rules in the EU, Article 2(a) of the Data Protection Directive 
95/46/EC (‘Directive’) defines personal data as ‘any information related to an identified 
or identifiable natural person.’7 The right of protection of personal data as a separate 
right has been provided under the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with 
regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data.8 The Charter of Fundamental Rights 
of the European Union (‘Charter’) recognizes ‘the protection of personal data’ as a 
fundamental right.

For the time being, the main set of rules with regard to data protection in Europe is 
the Directive.9 Article 6(1)(b) of the Directive sets out the circumstances under which 
data can be collected, namely for specific, explicit, legitimate purposes. Essentially, it 
is the concept of consent which constitutes the basis for legitimizing the processing 
of personal data, in particular in the online context. Article 8(2) of the Charter stipulates 
that ‘(…) data must be processed fairly for specified purposes and on the basis of the 
consent of the person concerned or some other legitimate basis laid down by law.’ The 
Article 29 Data Protection Working Party’s10 Opinion 15/2011 (‘Opinion’) explains in 
detail the concept of consent within the meaning of the Directive and the E-Privacy 
Directive, as well as the conditions for the validity of consent. As explained in the 
opinion, to process personal data, the mere existence of consent may not be in and of 
itself sufficient as the consent should also conform to the conditions set out in the 
Directive and the E-Privacy Directive. According to Article 2(h) of the Directive,11 
consent should be free, informed and specific.  Articles 7(a) and 26(1) of the Directive 
add to the list of conditions, requiring consent to be given, either explicitly or implicitly, 
in a way that leaves no doubt. Furthermore, consent can be withdrawn at any time, as 

6 Federal Trade Commission ‘The Antitrust Laws’, available at https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/competition-guidance/
guide-antitrust-laws/antitrust-laws.

7 Dir. 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals 
with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data.

8 European Data Protection Supervisor, ‘Data Protection Legislation’, available at https://secure.edps.europa.eu/
EDPSWEB/edps/EDPS/Dataprotection/QA/QA2.

9 The Directive will be amended with the General Data Protection Regulation in the near future. The General Data 
Protection Regulation mainly aims to harmonize data protection regulations in the EU. To that end, it provides for 
a single Data Protection Authority, within the concept of a one-stop shop. While the article was being written, the 
General Data Protection Regulation had not yet been adopted.

10 Art. 29 Working Party Disclaimer provides that ‘The Article 29 Data Protection Working Party was set up under 
the Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of 
individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data. It has advisory 
status and acts independently.’ available at http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/article-29/index_en.htm. 
Art.30 of the Directive and Art. 15 of Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 
July 2002 concerning the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic communications 
sector (Directive on privacy and electronic communications or the ‘E-Privacy Directive’) sets out the duties of the 
Art.29 Data Protection Working Party.

11 Art. 2(h) reads as follows: ‘(T)he data subject’s consent shall mean any freely given specific and informed indication 
of his wishes by which the data subject signifies his agreement to personal data relating to him being processed’.
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per Articles 6(3), 9(3) and 9(4) of the E-Privacy Directive. The above could be summa-
rized as the need for consent to be unambiguous, thus allowing no room for multiple 
interpretations.12 Finally, for the data subject, personal data should be portable from 
one data controller to another without burden.13 The importance of this right to data 
portability (‘RDP’) was also emphasized by Almunia.14 

Finally, the E-Privacy Directive, regulating the use of cookies, should also be mentioned, 
since cookies are relevant in the collection of personal preference data by online search 
engines. The Commission defines cookies as ‘a small piece of data that a website asks 
your browser to store on your computer or mobile device. The cookie allows the website 
to “remember” your actions or preferences over time.’15 Cookies are used for online 
behavioural target advertising by companies providing ad servicing; as the Article 29 
Working Party explains, ‘( . . .) the [online behavioural advertising] industry relies 
heavily on cookies and similar technologies that store and gain access to information 
in the user’s terminal device.’16 Article 5 of the E-Privacy Directive has introduced the 
obligation to acquire the user’s consent before storing cookies.

Against the foregoing, consent is the key word in personal data protection – to the 
extent the data collector receives consent (complying with the applicable data protection 
rules), it will have the authority to process personal data. In the end, it is up to the 
users’ discretion whether the data collector can process the personal data. That said, 
with technological improvements, ‘[a]lmost every day brings new, sophisticated 
methods to collect and process information from unsuspecting users.’17 These develop-
ments raise the question of whether consent is really freely given by well-informed 
internet users.18

12 The need for unambiguity is well illustrated by the Facebook Beacon service, which was shut down following a 
class action suit (Lane et al v. Facebook, Inc. et al, C 08-3845 RS (N.D. Cal. 2010)). Facebook Beacon was embedded 
into certain websites, from which it recorded Facebook users’ activities. Afterwards, it would broadcast the 
activities in the form of notices to designated groups of the user’s friends. The specific feature that raised the most 
complaints was its opt-out notice, which was designed to offer the user the option to show or hide his activities. 
This notice, however, appeared in a small window that one could easily overlook and which disappeared fast, before 
the user had enough time to react. At the same time, the user’s lack of response was considered consent and his/
her activity was broadcast.

13 Art.18 of the proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of individuals 
with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (‘General Data Protection 
Regulation’).

14 Joaquín Almunia, ‘Competition and personal data protection’ (26 November 2012) available at http://europa.eu/
rapid/press-release_SPEECH-12-860_en.htm.

15 Commission’s Information Providers Guide – The EU Internet Handbook – Cookies, available at http://ec.europa.
eu/ipg/basics/legal/cookies/index_en.htm.

16 Art. 29 Data Protection Working Party’s Opinion 16/2011 on EASA/IAB Best Practice Recommendation on Online 
Behavioural Advertising (8 December 2011) available at  http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/article-29/
documentation/opinion-recommendation/files/2011/wp188_en.pdf, p.3.

17 Almunia, supra note 14.

18 See Art.29 Data Protection Working Party’s Opinion 15/2011 on the definition of consent (13 July 2011) available 
at http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2011/wp187_en.pdf.
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2. Case law and recent discussions regarding the role of privacy  
in competition law 

Privacy concerns playing a role in competition law is a discussion recently introduced 
in the legal field and has only been dealt with on limited occasions so far. The two 
sides of this issue have remained polarized. While one side supports that privacy risks 
arising in digital markets should be evaluated by antitrust analysis, the other side argues 
the contrary. The discussion below attempts to provide a summary of these viewpoints. 

(a) Two sides of the coin – debated issues

One of the earlier mentions of the relationship between competition law and data 
protection in Europe can be found in Almunia’s speech19 dating back to the year 2012. 
Almunia underlined the importance of personal data, admitting, at the same time, the 
absence of Commission cases where either ‘the accumulation or the manipulation’ of 
personal data was used to violate EU competition law.20 However, he left the door open 
to a future development in jurisprudence, where the aggregation or the use of or 
exclusive access to personal data may give rise to competition law problems. The new 
Commissioner, Margrethe Vestager, has picked up where Almunia left off on the issue, 
with great interest in understanding the significance of data protection rules, and more 
importantly the functioning of markets, such as the digital market, where data protection 
rules are highly relevant and developments happen at a rapid rate.21 

In March 2014, the European Data Protection Supervisor issued a Preliminary Opinion22 
on the issue of interplay between data protection, consumer protection and competition 
law. This opinion provided that the ‘application of competition law ( . . .) can be used 
as a tool to foster dynamic efficiency in digital markets and to encourage innovation.’23 
It also underlined the need for cooperation between these areas of law, admitting, 
however, that such an initiative would constitute a challenge. More recently in 2015, 
subsequent to the Preliminary Opinion, the European Data Protection Supervisor 
Giovanni Buttarelli stated that in digital markets, as new issues arise such as the 
aggregation of big data, new solutions are called for to deal with the problems of the 

19 Almunia, supra note 14.

20 Almunia, supra note 14.

21 See e.g., Statement by Commissioner Vestager on Google antitrust investigations at the European Parliament (ECON 
committee meeting) (11 November 2014), available at  http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_STATEMENT-14-
1646_en.htm; Commitments made at the Hearing of Margrethe Vestager, Commissioner for Competition (October 
2014), available at http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2014/536309/IPOL_BRI(2014)536309_
EN.pdf.

22 Preliminary Opinion of the European Data Protection Supervisor Peter Hustinx, ‘Privacy and competitiveness in 
the age of big data: The interplay between data protection, competition law and consumer protection in the Digital 
Economy’(March 2014), available at https://secure.edps.europa.eu/EDPSWEB/webdav/shared/Documents/
Consultation/Opinions/2014/14-03-26_competitition_law_big_data_EN.pdf.

23 Hustinx, supra note 22, at p. 33.
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future.24 He stated that ‘[t]he tools of competition enforcement are quite flexible and 
able to respond to dynamic markets.’25 Rather than having antitrust authorities take 
privacy analysis into account, Buttarelli stated that he calls for a ‘careful study’ to 
‘address imbalances which could damage competitiveness as well as individual 
rights.’26 In Buttarelli’s opinion, one such solution is a closer dialogue between 
competition authorities and data protection/consumer agencies.

On that note, some academics and other writers on the topic strongly take the position 
that privacy risk analysis should not be factored into the antitrust analysis. For 
instance, Richard Craig, in referring to the recent Facebook/WhatsApp deal (discussed 
below), takes the position that ‘there is nothing illegal per se about a company 
acquiring a significant database of personal data.’27 Craig further argues that the type 
of remedies available under competition law (such as structural remedies) but 
unavailable under the data protection regime may appear suitable to fight off privacy 
concerns. That said, he explains that privacy risks could be addressed by an antitrust 
regime only if those risks are such that they would result in an impediment to effective 
competition.28 Craig further provides that unless privacy concerns are a risk to 
effective competition, such risks should be dealt with by way of amendment of 
relevant data protection legislation.29 On a similar vein, James Cooper argues that 
if companies are banned from collecting ‘big data’, this may implicate a violation 
of fundamental rights, such as protected speech under the First Amendment of the 
US Constitution.30 Cooper further underlines subjectivity concerns in case antitrust 
analysis were to also include privacy considerations: ‘allowing antitrust enforcers 
to consider privacy would inject an undesirable level of subjectivity into antitrust 
enforcement decisions, which is likely to attract socially wasteful rent-seeking 
expenditures and to deter beneficial data collection efforts.’31

24 European Data Protection Supervisor Giovanni Buttarelli, ‘Privacy and Competition in the Digital Economy’ 
(Speaking points at the European Parliament´s Privacy Platform ) (21 January 2015), available at https://secure.
edps.europa.eu/EDPSWEB/webdav/site/mySite/shared/Documents/EDPS/Publications/Speeches/2015/15-
01-21_speech_GB_EN.pdf.

25 Buttarelli, supra note 24, at p. 4.

26 Buttarelli, supra note 24, at p. 4.

27 Richard Craig, ‘Is Facebook’s WhatsApp deal a privacy disappointment?’, Data Protection Law&Policy, October 
2014, pp.8-9, p. 9.

28 Craig, supra note 27, at p. 9.

29 Craig, supra note 27, at p. 9.

30 James Cooper states, ‘Even if we were to accept privacy as an antitrust consideration, an antitrust order limiting 
the ability of a firm to collect and analyze consumer data is likely to raise some First Amendment issues.’ (James 
C. Cooper, ‘Privacy and Antitrust: Underpants Gnomes, the First Amendment, and Subjectivity’, George Mason 
University Law and Economics Research Paper Series (2013), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=2283390, p.11).

31 Cooper, supra note 30, at p. 2.
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(b) Case law

In Google/DoubleClick and in Facebook/WhatsApp, the two cases that have so far 
drawn the most attention regarding this particular issue of data compilation, the antitrust 
authorities examined and eventually cleared these mergers involving heavy data 
aggregation. Whether privacy should be a factor in the competition law analysis was 
also addressed in these cases. 

(i) Google/DoubleClick 

The earlier case that set the groundwork on this discussion is Google’s acquisition of 
DoubleClick Inc., which was eventually cleared by the Commission after the completion 
of a second phase investigation.32 While the FTC also reviewed and cleared the merger, 
in both the Concurring Statement of Commissioner Jon Leibowitz and Dissenting 
Statement of the former FTC Commissioner Pamela Jones Harbour, concerns over 
privacy were raised.33 While Leibowitz took a broader approach in terms of privacy 
and online behavioural advertising beyond the merging entities,34 Harbour stated that 
it is unclear at this stage how the mass amount of information aggregated by these two 
entities would be utilized post-transaction. Harbour specifically noted that:

The merger creates a firm with vast knowledge of consumer preferences, subject 
to very little accountability (…) I have paid particularly close attention to the 
privacy debate surrounding this transaction. In addition, I have considered (and 
continue to consider) various theories that might make privacy ‘cognizable’ under 
the antitrust laws, and thus would have enabled the Commission to reach the 
privacy issues as part of its antitrust analysis of the transaction. 35

In seeking ways to bend traditional antitrust analysis to also include privacy concerns, 
former Commissioner Harbour extensively discussed the potential concerns related to 
network effects both in terms of antitrust and privacy, and in Cooper’s words, ‘worried 
that the network effects from combining the parties’ data would risk depriving 
consumers of meaningful privacy choices.’36 Harbour also suggested that the FTC did 
not thoroughly scrutinize the parties’ intentions into the use of data and could have 
required that the parties implement some form of mechanism to avoid the aggregation 
and/or exchange of data, such as a firewall. Harbour said that the future approach to data 

32 Case COMP/ M.4731 – Google/DoubleClick (11 March 2008).

33 Concurring Statement of Commissioner Jon Leibowitz in the matter of Google/DoubleClick, F.T.C. File No. 
071-0170 (20 December 2007) (hereinafter ‘Concurring Statement of Commissioner Jon Leibowitz’), available at 

 https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_statements/concurring-statement-commissioner-jon-
leibowitz-google/doubleclick-matter/071220leib_0.pdf. 

34 Leibowitz  stated: ‘[…]notwithstanding the Commission’s decision to approve the merger, we still need to address 
the fundamental issues of consumer privacy and data security raised by online behavioral advertising, which go 
well beyond the two companies involved in this acquisition.’ (Concurring Statement of Commissioner Jon Leibowitz, 
p.2).

35 See Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Pamela Jones Harbour in the matter of Google/DoubleClick, F.T.C. 
File No. 071-0170 (2007) (hereinafter ‘Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Pamela Jones Harbour’) available 
at http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_statements/statement-matter-google/
doubleclick/071220harbour_0.pdf, p. 10.

36 Cooper, supra note 30, at p. 4.
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mergers would need to change; taking into account not only the parties’ representations 
but also market research as well as a definition of a putative market for personal data.37

(ii) Facebook/WhatsApp

In Facebook/WhatsApp, while considering the potential effects of data aggregation in 
the online advertising market (the market in which Facebook is active in and collects 
data), the Commission took a clear position regarding the relationship between data 
protection and competition law.38 The Commission stated that ‘any privacy related 
concerns flowing from the increased concentration of data within the control of 
Facebook, as a result of the Transaction, do not fall within the scope of the EU compe-
tition law rules, but within the scope of the EU data protection rules.’39 This is the 
clearest statement adopted by the Commission on the topic so far. In addition, the 
Commission did not find that the data aggregated due to the transaction would hamper 
competition in the online advertising market, where only Facebook is active (rather 
than WhatsApp) and the kind of data collected by the two entities would not benefit 
either of them post-transaction. In that regard, the Commission provides that the type 
of personal data that would have been valuable for Facebook – age, gender, verified 
name, social group, activities – is not within the scope of WhatsApp’s current data 
collection.40 The Commission also evaluated two theories of harm, one being the 
introduction of advertising on WhatsApp, and the other being WhatsApp’s ability to 
become a potential source of valuable data for advertising. As a result of its analysis 
and both abovementioned theories of harm, the Commission did not find a threat to 
effective competition arising from the data aggregation.41 

3. Analysis
As discussed above, competition law intervention in cases that may implicate privacy 
sensitivities -- particularly due to heavy data aggregation -- which may at that point 
in time not necessarily be anti-competitive, but may be capable of raising competition 
law problems in the future, is hotly debated. While the issue is more prone to appear 
in mergers, where large sets of personal data are already being compiled by the merging 
parties pre-transaction and would be combined if the transaction is cleared, non-merger 
cases may also be implicated. As a result, the question of whether antitrust authorities 
should consider potential consumer harm caused by a merger due to privacy issues (in 

37 See also Pamela Jones Harbour, ‘The Emperor of All Identities’, New York Times (18 December 2012), available 
at http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/19/opinion/why-google-has-too-much-power-over-your-private-life.html?_r=0.

38 Case COMP/M.7217 – Facebook/WhatsApp (3 October 2014).

39 Case COMP/M.7217 – Facebook/WhatsApp, para.164.

40 Case COMP/M.7217 – Facebook/WhatsApp, para 166. As discussed in the decision (para. 181), WhatsApp does 
have access to its users’ phone book and phone numbers. That said, the Commission did not consider this as a 
source for valuable information for advertising and provided that it is at best ‘marginal’ to Facebook. According 
to the decision, Facebook already has access (as well as other suppliers of smartphone applications) to the users’ 
names and mobile phone numbers (para. 181 of the decision).

41 The Commission relied on the parties’ representations that WhatsApp would not have targeted ads and that the 
type of information available to WhatsApp would not be a beneficial source of personal information to Facebook 
(Case COMP/M.7217 – Facebook/WhatsApp, paras. 168-190).
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addition to competition law issues) is often asked.42 Privacy regulators are then turning 
to antitrust authorities for the protection of consumers from the privacy risks that may 
emanate from digital market mergers.43

As discussed above, the former Commissioner suggested that there were several 
scenarios where privacy issues could be or should have been interjected in the compe-
tition law analysis of the Google/DoubleClick merger. Harbour provided that there are 
unanswered network effects questions. One is that, as a result of the network effects 
that may emanate from the transaction, search engine competitors could exit the market, 
leaving the consumers with fewer choices, which, in turn would ‘reduce the incentives 
of search firms to compete based on privacy protections or related non-price 
dimensions.’44 Harbour then encouraged the merged entity to reveal clearly the kind 
of information that it intended to gather, as well as how this information would be 
used, in an effort to provide consumers full control over the extent of information they 
disclose.45 The former Commissioner even called for a global approach to consider 
and perhaps adopt the privacy principles used in international jurisdictions so as to 
‘facilitate global commerce’.46 Buttarelli’s speech goes even further, to propose, for 
instance, a new form of abuse of dominance where the dominant firm would use 
‘non-negotiable “privacy policies”’.47

At first glance, the former Commissioner’s suggestion may be appealing in addressing 
consumer welfare issues related to data protection. At this point, it may even be possible 
to argue that competition law may have the ability to address data privacy issues in a 
more effective way than data protection law. To elaborate, competition law provides 
both behavioural and structural remedies to address a behaviour which can create an 
infringement, while data protection law only provides behavioural remedies.48 However, 
as discussed below, this may entail the problem of over-expanding the boundaries of 
competition law. 

In that regard, it has been argued that, to the extent the investigated conduct does not 
breach competition rules, antitrust authorities should not interfere based on public 
policy concerns, including consumer privacy.49 Cooper has taken this debate to the 
next level and actually analysed whether privacy concerns could be addressed within 
the scope of antitrust analysis by offering privacy the role of a ‘metric of competition’, 
asking the following question: ‘If the conduct leads to lower levels of privacy, isn’t 

42 Craig, supra note 27, at p.8.

43 Lisa Kimmel and Janis Kestenbaum, ‘What’s Up with WhatsApp? A Transatlantic View on Privacy and Merger 
Enforcement in Digital Markets’, Antitrust, Vol. 29, No. 1, Fall 2014, pp.48-55, available at http://awards.concur-
rences.com/IMG/pdf/fall14-kimmel_c_.pdf, p. 50.

44 Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Pamela Jones Harbour, footnote 25.

45 Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Pamela Jones Harbour, p. 12.

46 Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Pamela Jones Harbour, p.1 1.

47 Buttarelli, supra note 24, at p. 5.

48 Craig, supra note 27, at p. 9.

49 See e.g., Cooper, supra note 30; Craig, supra note 27; Kimmel and Kestenbaum, supra note 43.
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that the same as lower levels of quality, and therefore evidence of uncompetitive 
markets?’50 However, he reached the conclusion that this scenario does not hold up for 
a number of reasons, in particular due to the subjectivity of the notion of ‘quality’ for 
both consumers and antitrust authorities.51 On the consumer side, the subjectivity is 
apparent when considering that the quality of targeting in targeted advertising actually 
increases when ad publishers collect personal data since this allows them to better 
match consumers with ads. Cooper also discusses the heterogeneity of consumers’ 
approach to privacy concerns, e.g., while some consumers may be more sensitive about 
their personal data being collected and stored, some others may care less about being 
tracked online as long as they receive well-targeted services from search engines.52 
On the authority side, Cooper questions whether it is possible to set a ‘competitive 
benchmark’ in incorporating privacy sensitivities to the antitrust analysis. Overall, he 
concludes that as appealing as using competition law to resolve privacy issues may 
be, antitrust is the ‘wrong vehicle’,53 Therefore, the opponents argue that privacy 
concerns are better left to the legislature rather than antitrust authorities.

On a separate note, competition law does not prohibit competing by ‘merits’54 and to 
the extent data is aggregated through means that are not anti-competitive, requirements 
imposed upon market players on the basis of competition law may hamper the healthy 
functioning of competition. After all, for example, competition law is not able to 
interfere on the basis that the market is too concentrated.55 Furthermore, as the president 
of the French Competition Authority Bruno Lasserre has explained, the usage of 
personal data is a strong factor in animating competition; and personal data also 
constitutes a base for innovation, creating added value for tools as ordinary as TVs 
and cars by allowing the development of ‘intelligent objects’.56 Therefore, in a case 
where personal data enhances competition as opposed to restricting it, the question of 
whether a competition authority should interfere based on privacy considerations comes 
to mind.

The Facebook/WhatsApp merger was notable in clearly demonstrating the Commission’s 
position in the privacy-antitrust debate. The Commission’s stance in Facebook/
WhatsApp seems to support the second view addressed in the previous section, i.e.,that 
competition authorities should not deal with consumer protection issues emanating 
from privacy concerns.57 In Craig’s words, the Commission ‘was not interested in any 

50 Cooper, supra note 30, at pp.7-8. 

51 Cooper, supra note 30, at p.16.

52 Cooper, supra note 30, at p. 10.

53 Cooper, supra note 30, at p. 19.

54 See Bo Vesterdorf ‘Theories of self-preferencing and the duty to deal - two sides of the same coin?’ (2015) 
Competition Law&Policy Debate, Volume 1, Issue 1, pp.4-9, available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=2561355, p.5.

55 See Kuner, Cate, Millard, Svantesson & Lynskey,  supra note 1, at p. 248.

56 See Bruno Lasserre, ‘Données personnelles, le droit de la concurrence doit-il prendre en compte la protection de 
la vie privée’, New Frontiers of Antitrust, Concurrences N.2-2013, pp.26-28, p. 28.

57 See e.g., Cooper, supra note 30, at p. 7.
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possible harm to privacy.’58 The Commission’s stance that data protection concerns 
should primarily be dealt with under the data protection legislation umbrella has already 
found supporters in academia.59 

III. Discussion of whether collecting 
personal data or depriving  

access to personal data can be 
anti-competitive and constitute  

a breach of competition law
Recent discussions and case law circle around two major enforcement areas when it 
comes to antitrust problems emanating from the collection and retention of personal 
data, namely merger control and abuse of dominance.

In terms of data mergers, as discussed below, the main concern appears to be the 
potential increase in network effects resulting from data compilation and whether this 
increase in network effects restricts competition, especially by raising the entry barriers 
in the market. A most notable discussion on this issue was presented in the dissenting 
statement of former Commissioner Harbour in Google/DoubleClick, who approached 
the network effects with cynicism. That said, so far, certain authors have suggested 
that network effects arising from the compilation of data should not be considered 
worrisome in and of themselves. This was also agreed by the Commission in Facebook/
WhatsApp.

In terms of dominance-related issues, an important question is whether refusing to 
supply user data to competitors when the data controller is dominant could constitute 
a form of anticompetitive behaviour. This question brings forth the issue of whether 
data can be considered an ‘essential facility’. If the answer is ‘yes’, this would allow 
the competition authorities to impose upon a dominant player the duty to share data 
under the essential facility umbrella. 

58 Craig, supra note 27, at p. 8.

59 Craig, supra note 27, at p. 9; Kimmel and Kestenbaum, supra note 43, p. 53.
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1. Data mergers
When undertakings combine large datasets through mergers, the competition law 
implications are questioned primarily in relation to network effects. Former Commis-
sioner Harbour was among the earliest to raise concerns regarding the potential antitrust 
issues in data mergers emanating from the network effects.60 According to the former 
Commissioner, in Google/DoubleClick, the network effects could eliminate any 
‘meaningful competition’ in online advertising as a result of the aggregation of data.61 
This, she stated, would be in the form of combining the search information obtained 
by Google and browsing information obtained by DoubleClick.62 The former Commis-
sioner suspected that post-transaction, other market players would not be able to 
‘overcome the network effects and offer an equally focused level of behavioral 
targeting.’63

(a) Google/DoubleClick

As a merger that raised much interest on both sides of the Atlantic, Google/DoubleClick 
was among the first major data mergers in the digital market (which was, at the time, 
‘a relatively new industry’64) that the Commission assessed and eventually cleared, 
although not before a Phase II review of the transaction and the FTC’s clearance in 
the case came through. The transaction was a vertical merger, drawing attention to 
‘how antitrust concerns in vertical mergers can arise from access to information and 
the market power that information can confer.’65 In addition to the non-horizontal 
effects, the Commission also assessed the potential horizontal effects, taking account 
of the fact that the parties could become competitors in the future as they were both 
beginning to develop tools and platforms that could compete with each other’s services.

A major issue expressed by Google’s competitors in the transaction as well as former 
Commissioner Harbour was whether the combination of Google’s and DoubleClick’s 
data sets would result in Google becoming a ‘super-intermediator’66 with a market 
position and data sources that could not be attained by its rivals. As the FTC explained, 
‘it was argued that the incremental volume Google could gain from this strategy would 

60 As the former Commissioner explained: ‘A network effect arises when a good or service increases in value as more 
people use it. Feedback fosters acceptance and enhances popularity, which generates even more feedback, in a 
continually self-reinforcing loop.’ (Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Pamela Jones Harbour, p. 5.) 

61 Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Pamela Jones Harbour, p. 8.

62 Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Pamela Jones Harbour, p. 7.

63 Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Pamela Jones Harbour, p. 8.

64 Brockhoff, J., Jehanno, B., Pozzato, V., Buhr, C.C., Eberl, P. and Papandropoulos, P., ‘Google/DoubleClick: The 
first test for the Commission’s nonhorizontal merger guidelines’, European Commission Competition Policy 
Newsletter, Number 2 — 2008, pp. 53-60, available at http://ec.europa.eu/competition/publications/cpn/2008_2_53.
pdf, p. 53. 

65 David Went and Stephen Kinsella, ‘Google/DoubleClick and the Power of Information to Raise Antitrust Concerns 
in Vertical Mergers’, Global Competition Policy, MAR-08 (1) (2008), available at http://www.sidley.com/~/media/
Files/Publications/2008/03/GoogleDoubleClick%20and%20the%20Power%20of%20Information%20t__/Files/
View%20PDF/FileAttachment/WentKinsella%20GCP%20Mar08(1), p. 3. 

66 Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Pamela Jones Harbour, p. 8.
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be enough to “tip” the ad intermediation market to Google’ due to network effects.67 
In their analysis of the transaction, both the Commission and the FTC have 
acknowledged the presence of network effects in ad intermediation, however both 
authorities found it unlikely that the competitors would be forced to exit the market, 
eventually clearing the transaction.

(b) Facebook/WhatsApp

In Facebook’s acquisition of WhatsApp, taking into account the competitors’ replies 
and in light of the market investigation, the Commission analysed the network effects 
in the consumer communications services market, which was the market with the 
highest relevance for the purposes of the transaction. The Commission acknowledged 
the existence and potential anticompetitive implications of network effects. However, 
it further found that there was an overwhelming number of factors mitigating the 
potential competition law risks, in particular market foreclosure, such as low barriers 
to entry and the ease of multi-homing by consumers of multiple consumer communi-
cations apps. The Commission concluded that ‘while network effects exist in the market 
for consumer communications apps, in the present case, on balance, they are unlikely 
to shield the merged entity from competition from new and existing consumer commu-
nications apps.’68 As explained above, overall, the Commission did not see any 
competitive concerns arising from the combination of Facebook’s data set with that 
of WhatsApp.

There have been both positive and negative responses to the Commission’s findings 
in the case, and several authors have found the Commission’s approach inadequate 
due to reasons similar to those expressed by former Commissioner Harbour in terms 
of network effects.69 On the other hand, post-Facebook/WhatsApp some authors have 
expressed the Commission’s eagerness towards examining ‘data as a factor that confers 
market power on the merged entity’ as well as ‘the potential network effects of concen-
trations in the big data age.’70

67 Statement of Federal Trade Commission Concerning Google/DoubleClick, FTC File No. 071-0170 (20 December 
2007), available at https://www.ftc.gov/es/system/files/documents/public_statements/418081/071220googledc-
commstmt.pdf, p. 10.

68 Case COMP/M.7217 – Facebook/WhatsApp , para. 135. The Commission did not stop there and also looked into 
whether the transaction ‘is likely to lead to any merger-specific substantial strengthening of network effects’, finally 
also finding this possibility to be ‘unlikely’ (Case COMP/M.7217 – Facebook/WhatsApp, paras.136-140).

69 Susannah Sheppard, ‘The EU’s Traditional Analysis of the Facebook, WhatsApp Deal – Do We Like it?’ (17 October 
2014), available at http://www.scl.org/site.aspx?i=ed38934.

70 See ‘Big data a growing factor in competition assessments, says expert as Facebook receives sign off for WhatsApp 
takeover’ (3 October 2014), available at http://www.out-law.com/en/articles/2014/october/big-data-a-growing-
factor-in-competition-assessments-says-expert-as-facebook-receives-sign-off-for-whatsapp-takeover-/.
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(c) Discussion

Although network effects have been associated with market foreclosure risks and 
approached with scrutiny,71 there are certain aspects of multi-sided industries charac-
terized by network effects (such as search engines) that could actually justify the 
incentive of market players in digital markets to engage in transactions that bear the 
potential of increasing the network effects.

First off, companies active in multi-sided markets characterized by network effects 
need to attract at least two distinct groups of users (such as search engine users and 
advertisers) to use their products/services. In other words, they need to get all sides 
‘on board.’72 If they do not succeed in doing so, the network effects will then result in 
the company losing market power.73 If we take the example of online search engines, 
a search engine has to attract first the searchers, i.e.,users who search content on the 
internet, and the advertisers, and needs to ensure that searchers will go and purchase 
products that are advertised by the advertisers.74  If the search engine fails to ‘match’ 
a sufficient number of search users with advertisers, it will not be able to survive on 
the market. 

To get both sides on board, personal data is an unparalleled tool in the case of search 
engines. Personal data enables the search engine to provide better service to both sides 
of the market: on the one hand, search engine users will be more satisfied with a search 
engine providing results fitting their preferences and when ads suiting their needs pop 
up.75 On the other hand, advertisers will be more content if advertised products and 
services are actually purchased by interested search users. In this case, search engines, 
having used personal data, manage to provide a satisfactory result to both the search 
engine users and advertisers. The quality-enhancing aspect of personal data which 
benefits consumers is apparent.76 Thus, to the extent a merger is capable of increasing 
service quality, can competition authorities disallow it merely to protect the smaller 

71 See e.g., Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development – Roundtable on Two-Sided Markets – Note 
by the Delegation of the European Commission (28 May 2009), available at http://ec.europa.eu/competition/
international/multilateral/2009_jun_twosided.pdf, para.59 et seq.; Guidance on the Commission’s enforcement 
priorities in applying Article 82 of the EC Treaty to abusive exclusionary conduct by dominant undertakings (2009/C 
45/02) (hereinafter referred to as ‘Guidance on Abusive Exclusionary Conduct’), para. 17.

72 Jean-Charles Rochet and Jean Tirole, ‘Two-Sided Markets: A Progress Report’, The RAND Journal of Economics, 
Vol.37, No.3, Autumn, 2006, pp. 645–667.

73 As former commissioner Almunia has provided, ‘Winners emerge quickly in the digital industry, but they can 
disappear just as quickly.’ (see Joaquín Almunia, ‘Competition in the online world’ (11 November 2013) available 
at http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-13-905_en.htm).

74 As Ratliff and Rubinfeld explain: ‘The sale of advertising to businesses and the display of advertisements to 
consumers take place in a two-sided market at the hub of which sits the content publisher (and any other interme-
diaries facilitating the sale or display of the advertising). The publisher’s function is to match consumer eyeballs 
with the marketing messages of businesses; the publisher profits when it is able to attract the consumer eyeballs at 
a cost less than the amount the businesses are willing to pay the publisher to display their ads to these consumers.’ 
(James D. Ratliff & Daniel L.Rubinfeld, ‘Is There a Market for Organic Search Engine Results and Can Their 
Manipulation Give Rise to Antitrust Liability?’, available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=2473210, p.5).

75 See Frank Pasquale, ‘Dominant Search Engines: An Essential Cultural & Political Facility’, The Next Digital 
Decade - Essays on the Future of the Internet, Chapter 7, pp. 401-417, Berin Szoka, Adam Marcus, eds., 
TechFreedom, Washington, D.C. (2010), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1762241, p.406. 

76 See Andres V. Lerner, ‘The Role of “Big Data” in Online Platform Competition’ (26 August 2014), available at 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2482780, pp.10-19.
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and/or potential competitors in the market when there is no actual harm to competition? 
Competition authorities could also ask this question in data mergers, keeping in mind 
that data is an essential tool in digital markets. 

The second aspect of network effects which calls for attention is the following: as the 
Commission affirmed in Facebook/WhatsApp, the mere existence of network effects 
is not a competition law problem in and of itself, and network effects have to be 
analysed on a case-by-case basis.77 As a result, former Commissioner Harbour’s 
concerns in terms of network effects may not actually be applicable in all data mergers. 
Turning once again to Facebook/WhatsApp, as the Commission explained, in the 
market for online advertising services (a platform market entailing network effects) 
in which Facebook was active but WhatsApp was not, since data collected by WhatsApp 
was not ‘valuable for advertising purposes’, the consumer data that would move from 
WhatsApp to Facebook post-merger would likely not be of use to Facebook in online 
advertising services.78 Such a data merger would thus not be likely to increase the 
network effects where the combined data sets are valuable in different markets. To 
conclude, approaching network effects de facto as a factor of market foreclosure in 
data mergers may therefore not be an adequate competition law policy.

2. Dominance
When a dominant player holds large amounts of personal data, there could be potential 
competition law risks pursuant to Article 102 of the TFEU. One primary Article 102 
debate in this regard is whether, under a theory of refusal to supply (or under essential 
facilities doctrine), the competitors could successfully establish an abuse of dominance 
claim. This depends on several criteria to be established. As the Commission provides 
in its Guidance on Abusive Exclusionary Conduct, the Commission will consider these 
practices as an ‘enforcement priority’ if all the following are established: ‘(i) the refusal 
relates to a product or service that is objectively necessary to be able to compete 
effectively on a downstream market, (ii) the refusal is likely to lead to the elimination 
of effective competition on the downstream market, and (iii) the refusal is likely to 
lead to consumer harm.’79

(a) Can data be an ‘essential facility’?

In discussing whether personal data can be considered an essential facility, the problem 
is actually two-fold: first, in the context of digital markets, as Kucharczyk puts it, 
‘Could the highly competitive and diversified online environment ever produce a digital 
essential facility?’80 Second, even if one were to consider user data to be an essential 

77 Case COMP/M.7217 – Facebook/WhatsApp, para.130.

78 Case COMP/M.7217 – Facebook/WhatsApp, para.166.

79 Guidance on Abusive Exclusionary Conduct, para. 78 et seq.; also see Vesterdorf, supra note 54, at p. 6.

80 Jakob Kucharczyk, ‘Essential vs Useful: Can Online Services Be “Essential” or Are They Simply Very Useful?’ 
(4 March 2015), available at http://www.project-disco.org/competition/030415-essential-vs-useful-can-online-
services-essential-simply-useful/ . Kucharczyk actually discusses whether the online service itself can be considered 
an ‘essential facility’, not personal data per se. He reaches the conclusion that ‘defining an essential digital platform’ 
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facility, could an undertaking be forced to disclose it under the applicable data protection 
legislation?

In terms of whether personal data can be treated as an essential facility, the discussions 
appear to focus on the unlikelihood of personal data fulfilling the conditions of this 
doctrine, especially in digital markets. In that regard, the first issue would be whether 
the data gathered and retained by the dominant undertaking could be deemed an 
objectively necessary input and the refusal of its supply by the dominant undertaking 
would be such that effective competition in the downstream market would be prevented. 
Put differently, whether a competition authority would consider the supply of the 
refused data as objectively necessary for competitors to be able to compete effectively 
on the downstream market. The Commission explains that for an input to be indispen-
sable, there would have to remain ‘no actual or potential substitute on which competitors 
in the downstream market could rely so as to counter — at least in the long-term — the 
negative consequences of the refusal. In this regard, the Commission will normally 
make an assessment of whether competitors could effectively duplicate the input 
produced by the dominant undertaking in the foreseeable future.’81

In the most basic sense, if an undertaking is trying to apply the refusal to supply or an 
essential facility doctrine to force the dominant undertaking to supply the input it holds, 
its argument would be that the defendant, i.e.,the dominant firm, holds ‘bottleneck 
control over an input or resource (facility) essential for competition’82 which would 
be commercially non-viable or impossible to duplicate, and therefore the dominant 
firm should be forced to share this facility.83 Geradin and Kuschewsky were among 
the first to discuss the difficulties in considering personal data an essential facility.84 
As Areeda and Hovenkamp explain, ‘the essential facility doctrine concerns vertical 
integration’85 and therefore requires the existence of an upstream market for the facility. 
This raises the question of whether there is a market for ‘personal data’. While former 
Commissioner Harbour has suggested that there is a need for defining data as a separate 
relevant market,86 opponents of this view point out that aside from cases where under-
takings achieve turnover over the sale of personal data, there cannot be a relevant 
market for personal data. This is because ‘a personal data market is not truly analogous 

is very problematic.

81 Guidance on Abusive Exclusionary Conduct, para. 83.

82 See Marina Lao, ‘Search, Essential Facilities, and the Antitrust Duty to Deal’, Northwestern Journal of Technology 
and Intellectual Property, Volume 11, Issue 5, Article 2, pp. 274-319, p. 287.

83 See Frank Pasquale, ‘Dominant Search Engines: An Essential Cultural & Political Facility’, The Next Digital 
Decade - Essays on the Future of the Internet, Chapter 7, pp. 401-417, Berin Szoka, Adam Marcus, eds., 
TechFreedom, Washington, D.C. (2010), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1747289, p. 422.

84 Damien Geradin and Monika Kuschewsky, ‘Competition law and personal data: Preliminary thoughts on a complex 
issue’ (2013) available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2216088, p. 13. 

85 Phillip E. Areeda and Herbert Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law, Vol. III A (Boston, Little, Brown and Company, 1996), 
para. 771a.

86 The former commissioner suggested this approach in her dissenting statement in Google/DoubleClick as follows 
‘(...) it might have been possible to define a putative relevant product market comprising data that may be useful 
to advertisers and publishers who wish to engage in behavioral targeting.’ She further emphasized this view in The 
Emperor of All Identities (supra note 37).
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to an economic market defined using competition law tools and used to allocate market 
shares or power.’87 

Independent of whether personal data could be defined as a separate relevant market, 
as the Court of Justice of the EU clarified in Bronner,88 ‘the indispensability of the 
requested product for competitors is a critical element of any duty to deal.’89 This 
indispensability is interpreted strictly in case law.90 Adding to this, the effects of the 
refusal to deal on the dominant undertaking’s part on competition must be so strong 
that competition on the downstream market must be eliminated or substantially reduced. 
Craig argues that ‘[i]t seems very unlikely that there would be many cases in which 
access to a database of personal data would be essential for the operation of a particular 
service, or where it would be commercially impossible for a competing undertaking 
to operate without it. … The Commission is likely to take the view that it will always 
be possible for a rival to develop its own database of personal information over time, 
which will enable them to compete effectively.’91 The Commission in Google/Double-
Click conceded in this view as it found that competitors of Google such as Yahoo! and 
Microsoft also independently collect ‘data about users’ web surfing behaviour’, and 
that ‘[d]ata is also available from internet service providers, which can track all of the 
online behaviour of their users, following them to every website they visit.’92 A Forbes 
article points out that there are viable competitors to Google such as Amazon, Facebook 
and Twitter, calling these competitors ‘unanticipated.’93 Manne gives the example 
where Amazon has also joined in targeted advertising via collecting data through not 
only searches but also via the purchases conducted on its website.94 Finally, Lerner 
gives the example of Bing, which uses other sources to collect data in addition to its 
own search engine.95

As the above discussion shows, establishing the first criterion of theory of refusal to 
supply data, which is objectively necessary to be able to compete effectively on a 
downstream market, is difficult. Supporting this theory becomes even more difficult 
considering that the claimant must still show that: (ii) the refusal is likely to lead to 

87 Richard Craig, ‘Big Data and competition – data-rich does not mean dominant’ (July 2014), available at http://
www.taylorwessing.com/globaldatahub/article_big_data_dominant.html.

88 Judgement in Oscar Bronner GmbH & Co. KG v Mediaprint Zeitungs- und Zeitschriftenverlag GmbH & Co. KG, 
Mediaprint Zeitungsvertriebsgesellschaft mbH & Co. KG and Mediaprint Anzeigengesellschaft mbH & Co. KG, 
C-7/97, EU:C:1998:569.  

89 Robert O’Donoghue and A. Jorge Padilla, The Law and Economics of Article 82 (Hart Publishing, Oxford and 
Portland, Oregon, 2006), p. 426.

90 See e.g., Vesterdorf, supra note 37, at p. 7.

91 See Craig, supra note 87.

92 Case COMP/ M.4731 – Google/DoubleClick, para. 365. The FTC had also taken a similar position in Google/
DoubleClick (see Statement of Federal Trade Commission Concerning Google/DoubleClick, FTC File No. 071-0170, 
pp. 12-13).

93 Geoffrey Manne, ‘FTC Ends Google Antitrust Investigation. Critics And Competitors: Move On.’, Forbes (3 
January 2013), available at http://www.forbes.com/sites/beltway/2013/01/03/ftcs-google-antitrust-investigation-
was-silly-critics-and-competitors-move-on/.

94 Manne, supra note 93.

95 Lerner, supra note 76, at p. 24.
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the elimination of effective competition on the downstream market, and (iii) the refusal 
is likely to lead to consumer harm. O’Donoghue and Padilla emphasize that even if 
the input at issue is essential, in a case where the downstream market provides for 
sufficient competition either actually or potentially (e.g., competitors providing their 
own products), the imposition of a duty to supply under Article 102 would not be 
warranted.96 In terms of consumer harm, the Commission underlines that it would 
weigh the likely negative consequences of the refusal to supply in the relevant market 
with that of the negative consequences of imposing an obligation to supply.97 In other 
words, only in cases where the consumer harm is so significant, negative effects 
emanating from the duty to supply in the relevant market could be outweighed. 
Therefore, it is very unlikely that an applicant would be able to establish a case against 
a dominant undertaking based on the refusal to supply data.

(b) Duty to supply versus data protection –  
case of Suomen/Numeropalvelu Oy v. Eniro

Despite the challenge in establishing the criteria of the duty to supply, even if a compe-
tition authority were to deem personal data to be an essential facility in a given case, 
forcing the dominant player to disclose this data may not always be an applicable remedy. 

In this regard, it is possible to point to one case where the competition authority found 
an abuse of dominance because of the dominant player’s refusal to supply data to 
undertakings operating in the downstream market. In Suomen/Numeropalvelu Oy 
(‘SNOY’) v. Eniro98 in Finland, SNOY, controller of the sole national database of telephone 
subscriber information, refused to deliver information to Eniro, for the latter to use this 
in its free online telephone directory. This refusal was considered by the Finnish Compe-
tition Authority (‘FCA’) to be an abuse of dominance. SNOY justified its behaviour on 
the grounds of data and privacy protection and, in particular, claimed that Eniro was 
violating this legislation by offering free search services to individuals without requiring 
preregistration. The Market Court and, later, the Supreme Administrative Court ruled 
that since SNOY held a dominant position, Eniro was de facto dependent on its service. 
However, an important turnaround regarding the FCA’s finding was that, according to 
both the Market Court and the Supreme Administrative Court, SNOY’s refusal was 
abusive only pre-September 2005, as in September 2005, new data protection legislation, 
which required consent in advance from the registered individuals, came into force and, 
therefore, SNOY was no longer allowed to share the subscriber data.99

96 O’Donoghue and Padilla, supra note 89, at p. 443.

97 Guidance on Abusive Exclusionary Conduct, para. 86.

98 Suomen Numeropalvelu Oy, (Dnr 1097/61/2003), proposal to Market Court 17.5.2005. See also Press Release by 
the Finnish Competition Authority (2005), available at http://www.kilpailuvirasto.fi/cgi-bin/english.cgi?luku=news-
archive&sivu=news/n-2005-05-18.

99 Finnish Competition Authority (now within the Finnish Competition and Consumer Authority), ‘Refusal to Deal’ 
(2009), available at http://www.internationalcompetitionnetwork.org/uploads/questionnaires/uc%20refusals/finland.
pdf.
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Even though the FCA nonetheless came up with the remedy of the dominant player 
sharing user data with companies operating in the downstream market, this remedy 
eventually became non-applicable due to the subsequently established requirement of 
consent from the subscribers whose personal data would be shared. As set out above, 
consent is a key factor in sharing and processing of personal data. Therefore, even if 
a competition authority imposes upon a dominant player the requirement to share users’ 
personal data, personal data may implicate the applicability of other regulations, such 
as data protection rules, which may not allow the sharing of personal data by the data 
holder. Therefore, the dominant undertaking may not always be forced to share this 
facility even if it is essential. 

IV. Conclusion
The issue of whether to include privacy risk analysis in antitrust investigations has 
been a recent but increasingly polarized debate. Two cases in point, Google/DoubleClick 
and Facebook/WhatsApp have so far established that competition law authorities, even 
in cases where there is clear personal data aggregation due to the merger of the parties 
that collect and retain data, remain reluctant to decipher and deal with privacy risks 
with the tools granted by competition laws. While one side argues that the privacy 
risks entailed in the data accumulation should and can be dealt with within the scope 
of antitrust, others argue that this would result in the overarching of antitrust rules, 
and may even implicate violation of freedom of speech. Perhaps the better solution is 
as simple as that proposed by the European Data Protection Supervisor – close coordi-
nation of competition law agencies with data protection agencies in cases of big data 
aggregation. 

Currently, the issue of whether privacy considerations should play a role in competition 
law analysis remains unresolved since, despite the eyebrows raised post-Google/
DoubleClick, the Facebook/Whatsapp merger was also cleared without establishing a 
role for data protection concerns in the competition law analysis. However, during the 
Juncker Commission and under Commissioner Vestager’s leadership, the Commission’s 
competition policy may well be expected to adopt a different approach. As Commis-
sioner Vestager explained in her commitments, ‘( . . .) to enforce [competition rules] 
we need to be as sharp as the businesses in the new markets which are developing at 
a speed which is completely different from what it would have been five or ten years 
ago.’100  Indeed, the digital markets are evolving at high speed and while Commissioner 
Harbour’s concerns expressed in 2008 were, in our view, very forward-thinking, they 
are now part of antitrust literature and topped with additional issues, therefore attracting 
much higher competition law attention. Although it is still early to see the general 
reaction towards Facebook/Whatsapp, the case has nonetheless been criticized and 
may be expected to generate a (much) higher level of criticism when compared to 
Google/DoubleClick considering the increased antitrust awareness since 2008 towards 

100 Commitments made at the Hearing of Margrethe Vestager, Commissioner for Competition, supra note at p. 3.
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data aggregation, combined with the fact that there is now more pressure on the 
competition law enforcement bodies to take account of data protection concerns.

More problematic is the second issue of whether the accumulation of personal data 
could have antitrust implications, such as the potential repercussions of network effects 
in mergers where the parties combine large data sets, as well as an abuse of dominant 
position due to a failure to supply the data. On that issue, the aggregation of data by 
an undertaking has not so far been found to violate competition laws. Some argue as 
far as to state that ‘Decades of economic analysis and case law of the European Courts 
have determined that certain conduct of companies, which are dominant from an 
economic perspective, is particularly capable of producing harmful effects. As such, 
the imposition of certain restrictions on their behaviour is justified in order to prevent 
such harm. However, there is no such presumption established in relation to holding 
large amounts of personal data. If anything, data protection cases tell us that those in 
possession of relatively small amounts of personal data can be equally, or even more 
likely, to cause harm to data subjects than those possessing large amounts, since the 
latter will often have more sophisticated compliance and security policies in place.’101 

In terms of data mergers, the Commission has indeed looked into the potential impli-
cations of network effects in both Google/DoubleClick and Facebook/WhatsApp; 
however, it cleared both transactions without establishing any substantial competition 
law concerns emanating from network effects. Furthermore, the digital market players’ 
incentive to collect personal data may well be justified when certain particularities of 
multi-sided markets are taken into consideration. In the end, approaching network 
effects as a cause of market foreclosure subsequent to data mergers may not be an 
adequate competition law policy.

In terms of dominance-related antitrust problems, the ability of a competition authority 
to impose upon a dominant undertaking to share its users’ personal data with its 
competitors has also been questioned. However, the conditions of imposing the duty 
to deal are already hard to fulfil, and a duty to deal claim becomes even more challenging 
when data is argued to be the essential facility at issue. This is particularly due to the 
availability of personal data to many undertakings providing online services, coupled 
with the fact that undertakings providing online services have to come up with many 
different methods of collecting personal data and are able to do so without access to 
personal data collected by their competitors, including competitors with strong market 
positions. 

In the end, it is yet to be seen how the collection of personal data through a merger or 
an online service provider’s refusal to grant access to personal data may constitute a 
breach of competition law.

 

101 Craig, supra note 87.
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